Find All the Supporting Resources You Need Within Titlewave

Sometimes you just need a jump start. Maybe you’d like to introduce that new book “Wonder” to your class, but you’re short on the time required to develop enough questions for an in-class discussion. Not a problem, you can find that information on Titlewave.

Publishers often create helpful teacher resources to accompany their books. At Follett, we’ve been working on a way to make them more easily accessible to you, the educator. Now, when you search for new reading material, you’ll have access to whatever teacher resources the publisher has supplied.

If you already have a book worked into your curriculum, feel free to check and see if we have added some support material for that title.

EXPLORE THIS SMALL SAMPLE OF TITLES WITH RESOURCES AVAILABLE. CHECK TITLEWAVE FOR THOUSANDS MORE!

Extend the reach of your school library at Info@FollettLearning.com | 877.899.8550
Titlewave.com
If outside the U.S., contact us at International@Follett.com
The Most Powerful Educational Content Discovery Tool That’s Constantly Improving

The search for educational materials can be daunting. The entire Google universe is overloaded with information, and commercial retailers don’t tailor their search and shopping experience to educators.

Recognizing that fact, Follett designed Titlewave specifically for educators and educators only. Once you register to get a password and are granted access, the search for educational content becomes significantly easier.

At Follett, our content research teams are constantly using and analyzing Titlewave to build the best education materials lists for educators like you. Over the last year, we’ve added what we call Curriculum Tags to Titlewave’s search tools. It makes resources easier to find and helps to categorize the resource. It didn’t take us long to realize our customers could use this meta-information as well. Since we’ve activated this feature, thousands of customers have put Curriculum Tags to use.

The best part is that we keep adding more Curriculum Tags. Our team of educators works with customers every day to discover new materials to implement into their respective curriculums. As we complete this alignment work, we add curriculum tags as part of the process. You can count on more Curriculum Tags being added each day.

HOW DO YOU WANT TO SEARCH?

• Genres
• Literacy, Foundational & Comprehension Skills
• Subjects & Themes
• Teaching Support
• Text Features & Resources
• Text Structure
• Text Type